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1 Introduction

Industrial program products are typically families of rather large and long living programs [Win 87]. By a family of programs we understand a set of closely related programs [Par 76; SW 80]. There are different reasons for variations in programs: different functionality, different implementations, program enhancements. We speak of a module family or a subprogram family if we concentrate on variations of a module resp. subprogram.

Similar to the two levels of programming, that are called programming-in-the-small (PITS) and programming-in-the-large (PITL) [DK 76], we deal with program variations also on two corresponding levels: program-variations-in-the-small (PVITS) and program-variations-in-the-large (PVITL). Tools and methods for program-variations-in-the-large are the subject of software configuration management [Apo 85; Roc 75; Tic 88; Win 87]. Program-variations-in-the-large typically deal with the building of program systems out of program building blocks (modules, compilation units). But not all variations can be treated efficiently on module level; e.g. trace or debug code, or variations due to different data structures (e.g. singly vs. doubly linked lists) are typically realized on statement level [Gla 82: 6]. [Buu 87] e.g. presents 104 different variants of queues. Therefore, methods and facilities for program-variations-in-the-small are also necessary. In modern programming languages, that allow for the decomposition of programs into different building blocks, PVITS will typically applied to individual building blocks.

The basic idea of PVITS is to capture different variants, that form a family, in one common piece of code. Ideally, those parts that are common to all members of the family should be represented once and should not be duplicated. Though, in practice a certain degree of redundancy cannot be avoided.
This paper surveys approaches to and techniques for PVITS. It introduces a terminology to describe and classify these approaches. Section 2 deals with the importance of program families in different areas. In section 3 the concepts and terminology for PVITS are introduced. Section 4 presents different technical approaches to PVITS. Section 5 discusses connections between PVITL and PVITS, and section 6 summarizes the techniques presented in sect. 5 and offers some conclusions.

2 The Importance of Program Families

Program families exist in many application areas [Bab 86]. Some examples are:

- Operating systems (e.g. Unix is available for a large variety of machines).
- Database management systems (e.g. ORACLE or INGRES that are available for a sizable number of different computers and operating systems [RS 88]).
- Standard programs for business applications, such as accounting or general ledger systems, are typically in use in different organizations and on different machines.

Typically, a program or program system is determined by two interfaces: the external and the internal interface. The external interface is determined by the user requirements, and the internal interface by the machine the system is implemented on. Usually this machine is an abstract machine realized by a combination of hardware and software. Differences between the different members of a program family are either due to different user requirements or to differences in the underlying abstract machine.

As far as operating systems, programming language processors, or data base management systems are concerned the main reason for building families is the use of different basic machines. One important aspect of these systems is that they shall provide a uniform abstract machine at the user interface while running on different basic machines. On the other hand, the differing user requirements are the main reason for variations in programs for business applications.

Adapting business applications to the variety of user requirements is sometimes called "customizing" [Zim 83]. In program families for business applications the variations are mainly due to different user requirements. At first, these differences lead to a family of conceptual schemas. Dialogue, processing, and reporting functions depend strongly on the conceptual schema in such a way that the variations are mostly variations in the small. The variations in the conceptual schema are often variations in the data structures of the underlying database. If a data structure varies so vary the functions accessing and manipulating this data structure. Since the application program is mostly doing such accesses and manipulations nearly all parts of the program depend on the underlying data structures. As the examples in sect. 5 show variations in access functions for varying data structures are typically on the statement level.
As already mentioned before it is usually not feasible to realize such variants as separate programs. Therefore technical means for the efficient realization of program families are very important.

In some rare cases program systems are planned and developed as program families from the very beginning [Spi 81; SW 80]. In most cases however program families evolve as variants and revisions of an initial program. The main reason for this seems to be that methods and tools for the realization of program families are not yet generally available.

The concept of program families is also an important aspect of reusability. If the common parts of a program family are only developed once and reused throughout the family the cost of development will generally be reduced. Different degrees of reusability are possible. Either the specification or the design and/or some part of the program can be reused. If the specification must be modified the degree of reusability will be low. If only some part of the program must be modified, this indicates a high degree of reusability. A low degree of reusability can be observed if the variations in the program family are due to variations of the user requirements. According to our experience a high degree of reusability is possible if the variations are caused by differences in the basic machine, because the dependences on the basic machine can often be concentrated in a few modules that comprise only 3 - 5% of the whole program code.

When developing and maintaining a program family the program texts and documentation of all family members must be stored and administrated. This can be done in two different ways:

① The documents of each member are stored and managed separately, and development and maintenance are done for each member separately; this results in a lot of effort if the same modification is to be included in large number of family members. Therefore, this solution is rather infeasible.

② The commonalities in the program family can be exploited in some way. This can be done on the level of program building blocks (PVITL), and on the statement/declaration level (PVITS). If it is done on module level this results in some form of configuration management. If it is done on statement/declaration level we usually obtain some sort of "meta"-program that contains implicitly the different members of the program family. The individual members of the program family are derived mechanically from the "meta"-program. In both cases development and maintenance are done for the whole family. This exploitation of commonalities is a form of reusability.

3 Elements of Program-Variations-in-the-Small

The approaches to PVITS are typically applied to single program building blocks, but do not describe the combination of building blocks into whole programs. In PVITS a family of variants of one program module is usually captured in one single
textual entity. In the following we call such a program a metaprogram [FR 82]. [Kru 84] uses the term "multi-version program".

3.1 Language Levels

In a metaprogram we distinguish between two different program levels:

① The level of the code belonging to the elements of the program family captured by the metaprogram. We call this level the product level and the language used on this level the product language ($L_p$).

② The level on which we describe how a certain family member is selected from the metaprogram. We call this level the control level and the language used on this level the control language ($L_c$).

In some approaches to PVITS the metaprogram acts as a program generator. In this case the programs generated may be formulated in a third language different from $L_p$. In the general case we therefore distinguish between three different languages:

$L_c$: the control language.

$L_{pi}$: the internal product language that is used in the metaprogram.

$L_{pe}$: the external product language in which the selected family member is expressed.

On the product level we have those parts of the metaprogram that are also parts of the members of the program family. On the control level we describe which parts of the product level belong to a certain family member. On the product level we use the programming language in which the family members are expressed.

The control language is also a programming language. In early realizations of PVITS very scarce languages, that contained only a few very elemental mechanisms, have been used as control language. Experience, e.g. in the PROGES-Project [BWW 76; SW 78, 80], shows that the typical elements of high level languages are useful as elements of a control language. The typical statements of sequential control are used to express the sequence of selection steps, and this selection process is controlled by the values of certain data objects. In a large and complicated control program all the usual data types can be used profitably. Up to now no use of tasking on the control level has been reported.

The activity of developing metaprograms is called metaprogramming. In the application of metaprogramming we distinguish between two different activities:

① The construction of the metaprogram.

② The selection of a certain family member out of the metaprogram.

A module family using PVITS is therefore expressed in a mixture of $L_c$ and $L_{pi}$, and is typically processed in two phases:

① The control program contained in the metaprogram is executed. If this results in another metaprogram (see e.g. [Ler 67]) this program is also executed etc. until the result is a product program $P_p$.

② The translation of $P_p$ yields an object module form of the family member $P_p$, that may be linked or executed.
In the following we define four criteria that will be used to characterize and compare different approaches to PVITS. These criteria are:

- kind of selection control;
- relation between \( L_c, L_{pi}, \) and \( L_{pe} \);
- legality of the family members;
- syntactic correctness of the family members.

### 3.2 Kind of selection control

The selection process determined by the control part of the metaprogram is controlled by the values of certain data objects \( D \). These data objects model the attributes that characterize the different family members and are usually declared on control level. In order to select a specific family member these data objects must be associated with a corresponding tuple of values \( V \). The association with the values of \( V \) can be done in two ways:

- Modification of the metaprogram by altering e.g. initializations or assignment statements in the control part. We speak of internal control if this is the only way to change the association between \( D \) and \( V \). In this case the metaprogram has to be modified each time a different member is to be selected.

- The values of \( V \) are provided from outside to the metaprogram. A typical mechanism are e.g. input/output statements in the control language. Another possibility is the Build command in [Win 87]. In this case different family members can be selected without modifying the metaprogram. We speak of external control if \( V \) can be provided from outside.

If a method allows both for internal and external control it will be classified as "external control" since internal control is always possible by modifying the metaprogram.

### 3.3 Relation between \( L_c, L_{pi}, \) and \( L_{pe} \)

We distinguish between

- Fixed combination of \( L_c, L_{pi}, \) and \( L_{pe} \), where either \( L_{pi} = L_{pe} \) or \( L_{pi} \neq L_{pe} \).

- \( L_c \) and \( L_{pi}/L_{pe} \) are independent of each other, where either \( L_{pi} = L_{pe} \) or \( L_{pi} \neq L_{pe} \).

### 3.4 Legality of the family members

As usual, we call a program legal iff it is correct wrt syntax and static semantics (context conditions) of the corresponding programming language. We call a metaprogram \( P_m \) p-legal iff the legality of \( P_m \) implies the legality of all family members (wrt \( L_{pe} \)) that can be selected from \( P_m \). We call a metaprogram m-legal iff it is not p-legal.
3.5 Syntactic correctness of the family members

We call a metaprogam $P_m$ ps-correct iff the legality of $P_m$ implies the syntactic correctness of all family members (wrt $L_{pe}$) that can be selected from $P_m$. We call a metaprogram ms-correct iff it is not ps-correct.

4 Approaches to Program-Variations-in-the-Small

The concept of PVITS has been realized by a number of different approaches. They differ in the kind of control language, in the relation between product language and control language, and sometimes also in the product language. In the following we mention approaches applied to assembly languages only briefly and give a more detailed account of the approaches used with high level languages.

4.1 Conditional Assembly

In conditional assembly [Ba 70; Ken 69] the control language consists of conditional jumps and some very simple instructions to manipulate scalar values (typically integer values). The basic idea is that the assembly of the product language and the execution of the control language are intertwined. The metaprogam is conceived as a "master program" that contains all the parts of all possible family members and additional control instructions that direct the scan of the assembler through this "master program".

The selection of variants is controlled by jump instructions (unconditional and conditional). These jump instructions are interpreted during the assembly of the product program. If a condition of a jump is true (always for an unconditional) the assembly process is continued at the goal of the jump, and the instructions after the jump are ignored. The conditions are Boolean expressions. It is usually possible to declare variables of scalar type on the control level and to manipulate them by assignment statements. Loops can be realized by backward jumps. Usually, only internal selection is possible.

A special form of conditional assembly has been realized in GENE-300 [Sie 72]. The metaprogam is a sequence of fragments of the product programs. Each fragment is preceded by a condition (formula of propositional logic) over a certain set of attributes. The program variant selected consists of those fragments whose condition is true for a given set of attribute values. A similar technique is reported in [BKS 88; Kru 84] where it is also applied to high level languages and files containing documentation, and is supported by a special editor.

The metaprogams using conditional assembly are usually only m-legal because there is no guarantee that in a family member the typical context conditions of the $L_{pe}$ hold. The metaprogams are ps-correct because all instructions that may be part of any family member must occur somewhere in the metaprogam as a (continuous) substring and can therefore be checked for syntactic correctness.
4.2 Macroprocessors

With macros different variants of a program P may be obtained by processing P using different libraries of macro definitions L₁,..., Lₙ. The pair \( \langle P, \{L₁,..., Lₙ\} \rangle \) corresponds to the metaprogram in the sense of sect.3. A certain program variant \( P_i \) is selected by selecting the corresponding library \( L_i \) from the set of libraries.

Macros have been combined with conditional assembly [Fre 66; Ken 69; Sie 84]. This adds a procedure mechanism to the control language of conditional assembly. The sequence of instructions generated by different macro calls can depend on the macro parameters and therefore vary arbitrarily.

Macro processors can be fixed to a specific product language [Ken 69], or can be independent of the product language [Bro 67; Hof 73a; Sie 73; Str 65; Wai 70]. Often the product language in systems using macro processors is assembly language; but macro techniques have also been applied to high level languages [BO 83; Bro 80; Com 79; Lea 66; Ler 67; McI 60].

The metaprograms are usually only ms-correct because macros allow the generation of instructions or program fragments parts of which are the values of macro parameters. The values of those parameters are often strings whose value is not checked during execution of the metaprogram.

4.3 Conditional compilation

The counterpart of conditional assembly for high level languages is conditional compilation that has been realized in a number of compilers. The solution typically consists of a control variable e.g. "omit" whose value may be set to TRUE or FALSE. If the value is TRUE at a certain point in the source program the following source text is skipped by the compiler until a control statement is encountered that switches the value to FALSE [Bur 74].

The C programming language [Ker 78] contains some language elements, the compiler control lines, that act as a control language. The construct for conditional compilation is an if-statement:

```c
#if constant-expression
  <some language constructs>
#else
  <some language constructs>
#endif
```

If the checked condition is true then any lines between `#else` and `#endif` are ignored. If the checked condition is false any line between the test and an `#else` or, lacking an `#else`, the `#endif`, are ignored.

The control language for C contains furthermore a macro facility where the macro body consists of a `token-string`.

C allows for external control since the values of objects that occur in control statements can be supplied in the compile command. \( L_C \) consists of the preprocessor
lines and the macro calls in the C program. $L_{pi} = L_{pe} = C$. The metaprograms are m-legal because the macro bodies are not checked by the preprocessor for their legality wrt C. For the same reason the metaprograms are only ms-correct.

Another approach to conditional compilation is suggested in Ada® [Ref 83: 10.6]. If certain statements will never be executed the corresponding object code can be omitted, and similarly for declarations of entities. This technique has already been applied in optimizing compilers for other high level languages. In Ada only internal control is possible. $L_C$ is a subset of Ada, and $L_{pi} = L_{pe} =$ Ada. The metaprograms are p-legal and therefore also ps-correct.

A simple facility for conditional compilation is also contained in MAP [Com 79].

**Example**

As a common example for some of the approaches we take a function that removes the first element with a certain property from a linked list and returns a pointer to this element as function result. The variations are in two dimensions:

- The list may be a singly or doubly linked list.
- The condition that determines the element to be deleted may vary.

The following formulation is in C using the preprocessor facilities. The condition is defined as a parameterless macro named "Condition".

```c
struct ListType *Remove (Head)

struct ListType *Head;
{
    struct ListType *P1;
    #if ListKind == Single
        struct ListType *P2;
    #endif
    P1 = Head->Succ;
    #if ListKind == Single
        P2 = Head;
    #endif
    while (P1 != Head)
    {
        if (P1->Info Condition)
            #if ListKind == Double
                P1->Pred->Succ = P1->Succ;
                P1->Succ->Pred = P1->Pred;
                P1->Pred = 0;
            #else
                P2->Succ = P1->Succ;
            #endif
            P1->Succ = 0;
            return (P1);  
        else
            #if ListKind == Single
                P2 = P1;
            #endif
            P1 = P1->Succ;
        }
    return (0);
}
```
A specific variant can be selected by compilation in a context where ListKind and Condition are defined accordingly. E.g.:

```c
#define ListKind 'S'
#define Single 'S'
#define Double 'D'
#define Condition >100
```

### 4.4 Preprocessors

Preprocessors vary quite significantly in their approach to PVITS. Simple preprocessors are based on special forms of comments [Bra 87; Sor 86]. In [Bra 87; Sor 86] the special forms of comments are used to generate program variants for different dialects of Pascal. A program part pp belonging to dialect X is written as:

```plaintext
{@X} pp {@}
```

In this form pp will be treated by the compiler as belonging to the pure program text and belongs therefore to the program variant selected. If the variant for another dialect Y is to be selected the representation of pp must be changed into

```plaintext
{@X} pp {@}
```

i.e. pp is now treated as comment and is therefore not a genuine part of the variant selected. Due to the conventions for comments in Pascal (no nested comments) the technique is of limited applicability. This technique can also be used to capture other variations than those due to different language dialects. Similar facilities, also based on special forms of comments, have been included in other compilers as so-called compilable comments [Sie 83].

[Bra 87] presents a preprocessor COMPAS for Pascal dialects with extensions. Extensions of Pascal usually differ in the syntactic form of the language constructs added to standard Pascal [Win 87a]. The approach of [Bra 87] uses a "neutral" form which is used by the programmer to write the program. The preprocessor then translates the constructs from neutral form into the different dialects. This translation mechanism is no general mechanism to express variations since the preprocessor supports only the translation of a fixed set of language constructs. COMPAS includes also the comment facilities of [Sor 86] as one of its mechanisms.

The mechanisms based on special comments usually provide only internal control since the program must be modified. [Sor 86] provides a preprocessor that changes all special comments to a certain dialect X and therefore provides external control. The relation between \( L_c \) and \( L_{pi}/L_{pe} \) is fixed. The programs are only m-legal because those parts inside special comments are not checked by the compiler. Therefore, the metaprograms are only ms-correct.

A more general preprocessor is defined by the compile time facilities (CTF) of PL/1 [IBM 72], which have also been applied to other languages [BK 77; Bur 73a; Mus 72, 72a]. The control language of the CTF consists of the following elements:
variables of type FIXED or CHARACTER
simple expression
assignment statement
goto statement
IF-statement
DO-statement
function subprogram
include statement

These constructs differ from the corresponding constructs of PL/1 by a leading "\%".

With these elements conditional compilation and the effects of macros may be obtained. The function subprograms on control level are somewhat limited and not very well suited for the realization of macros. This can be better achieved by include statements. The control variables serve two purposes: (1) they are used in the control language in expressions etc., and (2) they act as parameterless macros because an occurrence of such a variable in constructs of L_{pi} is replaced by its current value, i.e. the body of this macro is variable.

Since there are no I/O statements on control level the CTF offer only internal control. The relation between L_{e} (% constructs) and L_{pi}/L_{pe} (PL/1) is fixed. The metaprograms are m-legal and ms-correct due to the macro aspects of the variables on control level.

4.5 Program Generation

Program generation is in some sense inverse to the techniques of conditional compilation and the CTF. The basic idea behind these approaches is the insertion of control statements into the product program in order to guide the scan of the language processor through the metaprogram. L_{e} is usually a rather scarce language that contains not all elements typically found useful in high level languages.

In program generation the view is to have a program (the control program) that is executed and that generates a product program as a result of this execution. This product program may be composed incrementally during the execution of the control program. In program generation L_{e} is usually seen as a full fledged programming language [FR 82:8].

An early approach to program generation is [Ler 67] a macro generator for Algol 60 [Nau 63]. [Ler 67] uses Algol60 as control language and a slightly modified form of Algol60 as L_{pi}. L_{pe} is a subset of Algol60.

[HP 87] presents a language for the description of families of device drivers. This language contains also language constructs for PVITS. The drivers are automatically generated by processing the family description.

PROGES (PROgramm-GEnerier-Sprache) [BWW 76] is a further approach to PVITS. The main difference between most of the approaches mentioned in sect.3 is
that in PROGES the two levels of programming are more clearly separated, and the control language is richer in constructs as in most of the other approaches.

The first realization of the PROGES concept has the following language constructs:

- scalar data types
- array types
- string types
- variable declaration with explicit initialization
- procedures
- the statements for structuring sequential execution
- a simple IO facility
- a generate statement

PROGES can be characterized as follows: it is a small programming language of the Pascal class with a special statement to generate program parts.

The generate statement generates arbitrary strings of text. Additionally the value of a scalar entity, converted into a text string, or the value of a string variable can be automatically inserted into the generated program part, i.e. this entity acts as a parameterless macro with variable body.

The syntax of the generate statement is:

\[
generate\text{-}statement \; : \; <\$ \; generate\text{-}element^* \; \$>. \\
generate\text{-}element \; : \; character^* \; | \; @ \; name \; @ \; | \; <\; \text{statement^*} \; |>
\]

The semantics is as follows: The generate-statements appends the program parts obtained by the evaluation of the sequence of generate-elements in the given order to the program generated so far. The evaluation of a sequence of characters yields the same sequence of characters. The evaluation of \( @ \) name \( @ \) yields the value of name represented as a string. The evaluation of a statement sequence yields the results of the generate-statements contained in that sequence, in the textual order.

With the third alternative of generate-element it is possible to have similar program structures on the control level and on the product level. We may have one generate-statement for the generation of a complete procedure. If there are different variants of this procedure the sequence of generate-elements may contain the statements to control these variants. This is shown in the following example [BWW 76: 38], in which the original product language PEARL [DIN 82] has been replaced by Ada:
\texttt{\$}
\begin{verbatim}
FUNCTION Remove (Head: in ListType) Return ListType IS
  P1: ListType := Head.Succ;
  IF ListKind = "Single"
  THEN \$P2: ListType := Head; $\$
  FI; |
BEGIN
  LOOP IF P1 = Head
  THEN Return Null;
  END IF;
  IF P1.Info @Condition@
  THEN \$P1.Pred.Succ := P1.Succ;
  P1.Pred := Null; $\$
  ELSE \$P2.Succ := P1.Succ; $\$
  FI; |
  P1.Succ := Null;
  Return P1;
  ELSE \$P2 := P1; $\$
  FI; |
  P1 := P1.Succ;
END LOOP;
END Remove;
\$
\end{verbatim}

The same variant as in sect. 4.3 can be selected as follows. The preceding generate-statement is embedded in a PROGES program in which ListKind and Condition are declared and have the following values at the point immediately before the generate-statement:

\begin{verbatim}
ListKind = "Single"
Condition = ">100"
\end{verbatim}

External control is possible because PROGES contains I/O statements. There is no fixed relation between $L_c$ and $L_p$ apart from $L_{pi} = L_{pe}$. The PROGES programs are only $m$-legal and $ms$-correct.

PROGES has been used as the control language to develop a family of operating systems for process control computers \cite{SW80}. The operating systems of this family were oriented toward the support of the real time programming language PEARL \cite{DIN82}. Furthermore they were also expressed in PEARL (apart from some very small part that interfaced the hardware directly).

In \cite{SW80} five members of the family are presented. Their length differed from 1230 to 5200 LOC PEARL. This great variance in length was due to different
functionality of these five operating systems. This family of operating systems contained more than one billion variants.

In the family of operating systems the properties of the different members are conceptually characterized by attributes, as e.g.

PEARL-subset: \{Full, IITB, MBP, Basic, Ø\}
processor: \{S310, IITB-P, PDP11\}

The attributes are directly modeled as variables of an appropriate type:

\text{e.g.: EXRA"S310", "IITB-P", "PDP11"} \quad \text{Processor := Input;}

Usually values of different attributes are not independent of each other:

\text{e.g.: Processor} \in \{S310, IITB-P\} \iff \text{No-of-Reg} = 16.

Such conditions can also be expressed in PROGES in a convenient manner since it contains arithmetic and Boolean expressions and the usual statements to express alternatives.

Program generation as treated in this section is different from the typical application generators that are primarily used in business data processing. These application generators as e.g. Nomad or Ramis [HKN 85] are rather compilers for very high level languages. Typical application areas of such generators are generation of user interfaces, generation of report programs, and generation of file update programs. The capture of different program variants in one piece of code is not a goal of these generators.

### 4.6 Metaprogramming

Metaprogramming is a proposal by Flon, Cooprider, and Raeder [CF 82; FR 82] to overcome some limitations of Ada generics. The generic units of Ada are a macro facility in a high level language. Different instantiations can be derived from a common template. The possible variations are given by a sort of polymorphism: generic units can be parameterized by values, objects, types, and subprograms. In contrast to the usual macro processors the definition of Ada is such that all instantiations of generic units in a legal Ada program result in legal Ada code. On the other hand, the degree of variability of generic units in Ada is somewhat limited. There is no way to have such variations in the body of a generic unit as are present in the example in sect. 4.3. Another gap exists with record types. Record types are not a separate kind of generic parameters, as e.g. array types are. Therefore the flexibility of the generic mechanism is especially limited wrt record types.

The proposal, called Meta-Ada, has the same goals as PVITS in general, i.e. "to express several similar members of a program family in one unifying description" [FR 82: 20] or to capture "different members of a family in one common piece of code, expressing both the similarities and the differences between them" [FR 82: 1].

In Meta-Ada the selection process is directed by the values of options that are declared in the newly introduced meta part of a program unit. The options are constants of discrete type. They are used to model the attributes the different
variants depend on. The control language allows to express that certain parts of a declarative part or of a statement part depend on given values of certain options. Furthermore a mechanism for type extension allows for the extension of generic formal types. With this mechanism it is e.g. possible to extend a generic formal type of the kind limited by link fields. This can be used for the realization of flexible list processing packages.

Since the control language of Meta-Ada does not contain any I/O statements only internal control is possible. Lc consists of the constructs that define and use the options. L_{pi} = L_{pe} = Ada, i.e. there is a fixed relation; but this approach could also be applied to other languages. Metaprograms can be p-legal but this requires an in-depth analysis of the effects of all possible choices. If the programs are p-legal they are also ps-correct. If the processor of the control part does not perform enough analysis the programs may only be ms-correct.

The example given in sect.4.3 can be expressed in Meta-Ada as follows:

```ada
META Option ListKind IS (Single, Double);
FUNCTION Remove (Head: in ListType) Return ListType IS
  P1: ListType := Head.Succ;
  { IF ListKind = "Single" = >
    P2: ListType := Head; }
BEGIN
  LOOP IF P1 = Head THEN Return Null; END IF;
  IF P1.Info > 100 THEN { ListKind = "Double" = >
    P1.Pred := Null; ,
    ListKind = "Single" = >
    P2.Succ := P1.Succ; }
    P1.Succ := Null;
    Return P1;
  ELSE { ListKind = "Single" = >
    P2 := P1; }
    P1 := P1.Succ;
  END IF;
END LOOP;
END Remove;
```

The same variant as in sect.4.3 can be selected by the following declaration:

```ada
FUNCTION MyRemove IS META Remove (ListKind = > Single);
```
4.7 Program Fragments

A more syntax oriented approach to PVITS is based on program fragments that are used in syntax directed program modularization [KMM 83].

A fragment has the following structure:

\[
<name: nonterminal> sentential form
\]

*Name* is an identifier used to identify the fragment, *nonterminal* is a nonterminal symbol of the grammar *G* of the programming language used, and *sentential form* is a sentential form that can be derived in *G* from *nonterminal*. Fragments can be referenced in other fragments by:

\[
<name: nonterminal>
\]

This is the basic mechanism of syntax oriented program modularization.

PVITS can be supported if different variants of a fragment can coexist. In [HKM 86] the *name* is extended by a simple version indication:

\[
name-part . version-part [ . subversion-part]
\]

The control language consists of the form clause (given below in the example), the fragment definitions, and the fragment references.

Program fragments provide external control since the selection is initiated by a command similar to the Build command in [Win 87]. This command contains the values for the version and subversion of the variant to be selected. A realization of the concept of program fragments is based on a fixed relation between $L_c$ and $L_{pi}/L_{pe}$, but the concept can be applied to different product languages. In [HKM 86] the product language is Simula, and in the following example it is Ada. The metaprograms are p-legal if the metaprocessor does the necessary analysis. In this case the metaprograms are also ps-correct by definition.

Using the concept of program fragments the example of sect.4.3 can be expressed as follows:

```plaintext
(FORM
  <Remove: subprogram-body>
  FUNCTION Remove (Head: in ListType) Return ListType is
    P1: ListType := Head.Succ;
    <P2-decl: object-declaraty>
  BEGIN
    LOOP
      IF P1 = Head
      THEN Return Null;
      END IF;
      IF <Required-property : expression>
      THEN <Remove-from-list: statement-sequence>
        Return P1;
      ELSE <Goto-next-elem: statement-sequence>
      END IF;
    END LOOP;
  END Remove;
)```
(FORM -- for doubly linked list
  <P2-decl Double: object-declarity>
  //
  <Required-property Double: expression>
  P1.Info < 10
  //
  <Remove-from-list Double: statement-sequence>
  P1.Pred := Null;
  //
  <Goto-next-elem Double: statement-sequence>
  P1 := P1.Succ;
 )

(FORM -- for singly linked list
  <P2-decl Single: object-declarity>
  P2: ListType := Head;
  //
  <Required-property Single: expression>
  P1.Info > 100
  //
  <Remove-from-list Single: statement-sequence>
  P2.Succ := P1.Succ;
  P1.Succ := Null;
  //
  <Goto-next-elem Double: statement-sequence>
  P2 := P1;
  P1 := P1.Succ;
 )

The same variant as in sect 4.3 can be selected by the directive Remove [Single].

4.8 AND/OR Trees

Programs with variations-in-the-small can be graphically represented by AND/OR trees.

An AND/OR tree is a tree with two different kinds of nodes: AND nodes and OR nodes. AND nodes represent the usual structural decomposition used to represent hierarchical program structure or the syntactical structure of programs by syntax trees as in the following example. A syntax tree or abstract syntax tree contains only AND nodes.
OR nodes represent alternatives from which exactly one is chosen. The two forms of the function "Remove", that are due to the different forms of lists, can be represented by the following graph:

```
     Remove
   /     \
Remove.Single  Remove.Double
```

AND/OR trees have been used in [SW 78], where they have been called PF-trees (Program Family trees) because they were used to represent program families. They were used as a graphical representation of PROGES programs.

AND/OR trees have also been used in [Har 79] in the form of AND/OR programs. In this approach OR nodes were used for static and for dynamic alternatives. The goal was not primarily the representation of program families but the representation of the development process. Furthermore, AND/OR graphs (acyclic graphs) have been used to represent programs with variations-in-the-large [MTW 84; Tic 82; Win 85].

5 Combination of PVITS and PVITL

A comprehensive and useful system for SVCC should include mechanisms for both PVITL and PVITS. A combination of approaches from both levels should be possible because on both levels versions (revisions, variants) are characterized by some sort of attributes.

The following example combines the configuration language for PVITL of [Win 87] with the metaprogramming proposal of [FR 82]. For this example we assume that the function Remove is contained in the package ListManipulation.

```plaintext
ListManipulation

CONFIG VERS = 1; [ListKind = [Single, Double]];
PACKAGE ListManipulation IS
    TYPE ListType Is ...;
    GENERIC
        With Function Condition(Elem: in ListType) Return Boolean;
    FUNCTION Remove (Head: in ListType) Return ListType;
END ListManipulation;
```
6 Summary and Outlook

The essential properties of the different methods for and approaches to PVITS are summarized in Table 1. The property "selection control" is independent of the other properties. The legality depends on the $L_e/L_p$-relation: p-legality usually requires a fixed language realtation because the processor for the metaprogram must also know the definition of $L_p$. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Selection control</th>
<th>$L_C/L_P$-relation</th>
<th>Legality</th>
<th>Syntactic correctness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cond Ass</td>
<td>ext/int</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td>m-legal</td>
<td>ps-correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Proc</td>
<td>ext/int</td>
<td>fixed/var</td>
<td>m-legal</td>
<td>ms-correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cond Comp</td>
<td>ext/int</td>
<td>fixed/var</td>
<td>m/p-legal</td>
<td>ms/ps-correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preproc</td>
<td>ext/int</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td>m-legal</td>
<td>ms-correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progr Gen</td>
<td>external</td>
<td>fixed/var</td>
<td>m-legal</td>
<td>ps-correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metaprogr</td>
<td>internal</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td>p-legal</td>
<td>ms/ps-correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragments</td>
<td>external</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td>m/p-legal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Properties of methods for PVITS

Future programming languages for the construction of industrial program products should contain language elements for both PVITS and PVITL. If we look at the evolution of programming languages we can distinguish different phases with respect to program families. In the first phase (1960-1975) we had programming languages for PITS, that supported PVITS by weak techniques (wrt legality and syntactic correctness). In the second phase (1975-1990) we have now programming languages that support PITS, PVITS (in limited forms), and PITL. But contemporary languages lack elements for PVITL. Therefore, it could be a goal of the next phase of language evolution (1990-2005) to develop programming languages that support both PITS/PVITS and PITL/PVITL.

For PVITS an approach based on parametrization and polymorphism along the lines of generics and program fragments seems to be promising. The advantage of this approach is that the metaprograms are p-legal.

For PVITL flexible and expressive module interconnection languages are necessary that allow to express which versions of which building blocks belong to a certain version of the whole program. The language elements used to express these relationships should be integrated with the rest of the language [Win 87].

The goal of this search for better programming languages is not just a programming or algorithmic language in the classical sense but a language for the formulation of families of large and modular programs.
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